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Village Round Table Committee: 
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This year the Village Round Table committee welcomed a new member, 

Peter Blanchet, as the liaison for The Village’s newest laneway, 

Perez/Moseby, with 16 homes. 

 

Winter Laneway Salting 

As we approach winter the main focus for the Village Round Table has been 

to facilitate and co-ordinate the effort to secure a new snow management 

contractor.   The laneways west of Garrison Village Drive had felt last winter 

that the contractor had used excessive amounts of salt and they wanted to 

return to an on-demand salting arrangement.  Unfortunately, the contractor 

used last winter was not able to offer an on-demand salting option.  In 

addition, with increasing liability requirements for snow management 

contractors and the subsequent increase in their insurance premiums, the 

available pool of contractors has shrunk.   A suitable contractor offering on-

demand salting has now been found and the Village Round Table is working 

to customize an agreement for these laneways for the upcoming winter.  

 

Bell Fibe 

The Village Round Table continues to monitor Bell’s Fibe installation plans for 

areas of The Village not yet served.  Bell’s plans have been greatly delayed 
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due to their switch from the contractor they had hired to install the Fibe 

network last year.  It now appears that the installation won’t be carried out 

until next year.   

 

Town Service Requests 

In our spring communication to the Village Round Table community, we 

described how to access and use the Town’s Service Request/Complaints 

Form.  This has been very well received and has, we believe, led to more 

speedy resolution of homeowners’ issues.   

For Village residents interested in joining our Village Round Table 

conversation, please email me at the address above.  

 

Mike Siverns, Chair 

email: jennifersiverns@hotmail.com 
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